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Acknowledge Ambassadors, Ministers and Distinguished GuestsAcknowledge Dr. Greg SmithAcknowledge Commission staff – Dr. Goddard, Dr. Gaden, Dr. KruegerCLICK



Great 
Lakes 

Shared Waters 
between USA 
and Canada 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus of presentation is SUSTAINABILITY OF LAURENTIAN GREAT LAKES OF NORTH AMERICADraw attention to reference in top right of slide – GL is a shared resource between the USA and CanadaThis shared arrangement is important for context of my discussion later about challenges and solutions – about joint managementCLICK
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide of Lake Superior is somewhat indicative of the Great LakesThey tend to be…Deep – Area in Dark Blue indicates waters deeper than 100 meters or 50 fathomsCLICKCold – GL tend to be cold



Challenges to Sustainability 
  Invasive Species 

• Sea Lamprey 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As Aquatic Invasive Species go, the most notorious challenge to ecosystem sustainability is the Sea Lamprey – refer to the slide for what this critter looks like.This parasite attaches to fish with its suction-cup mouth and sucks out the fishes’ bodily fluids – usually killing the fish.By the late 1800s to early 1900’s. this animal had become the top predator in the Great Lakes.CLICK



Presenter
Presentation Notes
How did this parasite get introduced and how did it spread?Conventional wisdom suggests that sea lamprey migrated from the Atlantic Ocean to Lake Ontario via the St. Lawrence Seaway or Canal when the canal was built to facilitate ship traffic.By the late 1800’s, sea lamprey had gained control of Lake Ontario.In later years, the canal system was expanded to allow shops to penetrate further into the remaining Great Lakes.Unfortunately, the canal system also offered a migratory path for sea lamprey –  mention Welland Canal and Niagara Falls if timeAs the next slide shows…CLICKCLICK
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sea lamprey had infiltrated the entire Great Lake system by the late 1930”s – they were present and thriving in all five Great Lakes.CLICK



  Invasive Species 
• Sea Lamprey 

• Alewife – pelagic planktivore 

Challenges to Sustainability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A second detrimental aquatic invasive species introduced to the great lakes was ALWIFE, a small palegic planktivore that entered the Great Lakes from the Atlantic in the 1850s.It competed with salmonids and coregonids and preyed upon the larvae of the these species.Like sea lamprey, alewife spread rapidly through the canal system and by the mid 1990’s, they had become the bulk of the Great Lakes biomass.So, what were the results of the migration of these aquatic invasive species?CLICK
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the 1950s the combined effects of the INVASIVE SPECIES essentially resulted in the complete destruction and alterations of the fish community in the Great Lakes.The top predators the lake trout and Atlantic salmon were extirpated in virtually 4 of the 5 Great LakesThe deep water coregonids, which had made up the bulk of the biomass historically, were extirpated and 3 species became extinct.CLICK



Solutions to Human Impacts 
Effective Bi-national and Coordinated 
Management of… 
• Water Quality 

– (i.e. Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement) 

• Aquatic Habitat 

• Fish Harvesting  

• Invasive Species 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In terms of solutions…Recall earlier that I spoke of the Great Lakes being a shared resource between the USA and Canada.It stands to reason that solving the problems about which I spoke required a collaborative, bi-national approach between the two countries.Over the years, a number of bi-national agreements, treaties and processes have been established – all with the goal of cooperatively managing Water Quality, Aquatic Habitat, and Fish Harvesting.  IF TIME, GO BACK AND SPEAK TO THE GREAT LAKES WATER QUALTIY AGREEMENTCLICK



• Trapping 

• Barriers 

• Sterile Males 

• Lampricides 

• Pheromones 

Solutions to Sea Lamprey 
  Bi-national Sea Lamprey                 

Control Program 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Back to Sea Lamprey and Solutions…Because sea lamprey was/is such a threat to Sustainability of the Great Lakes Ecosystem, the US and Canadian governments established the Great Lakes Fishery Commission to try and control this invasive species.  Both governments use agencies within their respective jurisdictions to execute the Sea Lamprey Control Program – the key agencies are listed on the slide.CLICKThe Sea Lamprey Control Program has largely been executed through the use of Trapping, Migration Barriers, and the application of a specific lampricide lethal to sea lampreys.The Commission also invests in scientific research in order to find other ways to effectively control sea lamprey populations.  Male Sterilization was tried but abandoned in 2012.  More promising is the use of synthetic Pheromones which is an emerging methods being explored to continue the war on this destructive parasite.CLICK



Sea lamprey control reduced sea 
lamprey populations by 90% 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acknowledge the great work that has been done through this program over the years – the Sea Lamprey Program is one of the most successful invasive species control programs in the world.Sea lamprey populations have been reduced by 90%.  It is expensive, however, and the governments on the United States and Canada continue to spend about $20 million annually on this program.CLICK



Solution to the Alewife 

• Stocking Pacific Salmon 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Earlier I mentioned alewife as another destructive invasive … what did we do to manage it?The Solution to alewife was to stock Pacific salmon which feed upon the alewives.An added bonus of the salmon stocking program is that is spawned a good recreational fishery.THE COMBINED EFFECTS OF THESE MANAGEMENT ACTIONS WAS…..CLICK



Tribal and 
Commercial 

Fishery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The return of both tribal and commercial fisheries….NOTE – I have not mentioned First Nations or Tribal interests to date, but FN and Tribal Councils are very active working with Fisheries Management Agencies and Fishing Interests in both Canada and the USA and are very much partners in promoting Sustainable Fisheries throughout the Great Lakes.CLICK



Recreational 
Fishery 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I already noted the positive impact the salmon restocking through the creation of a phenomenal recreational fishery.  This fishery is valued at $7 billion in 2008 figures.We often talk of recreational fishery in terms of its economic value, but we tend to forget its “social and cultural” value.If you look closely at this picture, you’ll notice the gentleman to the right is none other than Dr. Goddard – bonding with his son on a fishing trip.  Need I say more about the societal value of rec fishing.CLICK
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Presentation Notes
Of course, another bonus of the restocking program was the return of a self-sustaining stocks of native fishes.CLICK
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Presentation Notes
So, through Pacific Salmon Stocking and Sea Lamprey Control, the GL Ecosystem was being restored to relatively good health by the 1980’s.But, as so often happens, as Managers, we failed to learn from our past errors…mostly by continuing to allow INVASIVE SPECIES to enter the Great Lakes.CLICK
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Presentation Notes
This occurred Primarily through Ballast Water contained in trans-oceanic ships…i.e. when – for stabilization purposes, ships take on ballast water in such places as the Baltic Sea and then release that water into the Great Lakes as they prepare to take on cargo, the parasites taken onboard with the ballast water are also released into the Lakes – thereby introducing new invasive species.CLICK



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Two such species introduced from the Baltic Sea are Quake Mussels and Round Goby which can be seen on the slide currently showing.Both have had tremendous impact on the GL ecosystem – largely by altering the lower end of the trophic structure. CLICK  



The Future 
   

• Continued Progress on Ballast Water Control 

• Increased Focus on Invasive Species 
Lessons to date… 

Eradication is very difficult (prevention is key) 

Education is key to prevention and spread 

Address all vectors (live bait, live food & aquarium 
trades; flooding; etc – aquatic invasive species are 
not just about ballast water and artificial canals 

• Increased Investment in Habitat Restoration 

• Continued Vigilance on Air Emissions and 
Water “Run Off” 

Collaborative Action Need to Continue… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Where do we go from here?The collaborative action I spoke of earlier continues.We are having successes…Speak to Ballast WaterSpeak to need for greater focus on Aquatic Invasive Species – investment does not representative of economic and ecological riskWhat we have learned…From 50 years of battling sea lamprey in particular – eradication is very difficult and expensive – prevention of introduction is keyIf prevention of introduction is key – then key to preventing introduction is education (public, special interest groups, industries, etc.)Don’t ignore other vectors while trying to close of immediate threat (probably speak to Asian Carp)Speak to need for investment in restoring and maintaining healthy habitat – healthy habitat more resilient to “attack”Gloss over Air Emissions and Water “Run-OffCLICK



Thank You, 
from… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank You
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